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Introduction
Let G be a semi-simple Lie group acting as a group of linear transforma-
tions on the vector space V, K a maximal compact subgroup of G, Γ a discrete
subgroup of normalizing a lattice L in V and such that Γ\G has finite invariant
measure. In this paper we investigate deformations of and cohomology groups
attached to Γ L c G F, where donotes semi-direct product. In fact, we give a
local description of the space of homomorphisms of Γ L into G V topologized
by compact-open topology, and compute H\Γ.L, Ad) in certain cases. We also
introduce the notion of Γ L-invariant form £ la Matsushima-Murakami and
prove a type decomposition theorem for harmonic forms on G V\K. A special
case of this theorem was first proved by Kuga [6].
The author is indebted to Professor I. Satake for guidance and encourage-
ment.
1. Deformations of Γ L
Let H be a Lie group and Λ discrete subgroup of H. By a deformation of
Λ in H we mean a family rt (t ranging over an open interval containing 0) of
homomorphisms of Λ into H depending in a C°° fashion on t and such
that r0 is the canonical injection of Λ into H. Let R(X) be the tangent vector
to rt(X) at t=0. Then Z: X^-R(X)X~1 is a crossed homomorphism of Λ into
the Lie algebra ξ> of H for the adjoint action of Λ on ξ>. (ξ> is identified with
the tangent space to H at e.) In fact, differentiating the relation rt(X \')=
rt(\)rt(\') we obtain i?(λ λ /)=i?(λ)λ /+λi?(λ /). Upon right multiplication by
λ ^ λ "
1
 we get:
Since R(X)X~1^^ we have proved the assertion. The mapping Z: λ->i?(λ)λ~1
is called the crossed homomorphism tangent to the deformation rt of Λ.
Two deformations rt and st of Λ are equivalent if there is a smooth curve ht
in H such that r/(λ)=Aίί/(λ)A71 for all λGΛ and sufficiently small t.
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Lemma 1. The crossed homomorphisms tangent to equivalent deformations
differ by principal homomorphisms. Hence there is a natural map from equivalence
classes of deformations of Λ into H\A, Ad).
We call H](A, Ad) the image of this map.
Proof. Suppose rt(\)=htst(\)hj1. Then upon differentiating we obtain
R(X) = P X+S(X)-X p
hence R(X)X~1=P-Ad(X)P+S(X)X~1 where P is the tangent vector to ht at e.
q.e.d.
Let G be a connected semi-simple real Lie group without compact factors,
p a representation of G on the finite dimensional real vector space V, Γ a finitely
generated discrete subgroup of G such that G/Γ has finite invariant measure, L
a lattice in V normalized by Γ, © and 3? Lie algebras of G and V, respectively.
Clearly Γ L is a discrete subgroup of the semi-direct product G V of G and V
defined via p.
Theorem 1. Under the assumption H\T, V)=H\Ty G)=0, every equiva-
lence class of deformations of T LinG Vis represented by a deformation of the
form st(y, /)=(γ, l-\-St(l)) where St is an element ofZ(ρ(G)) depending differentially
on t^(—a, a) and SQ = 0, where Z(p(G)) is the centralizer of p(G) in the full
matrix algebra over V. In this way, one has a bisection between germs around 0 of
C°° maps S: (—a, ct)-*Z(p(G)) such that *SΌ=O and equivalence classes of defor-
mations of T L in G V.
Proof. We begin with a lemma
Lemma 2. Let rt be a deformation of T L in G V. Then rt(L)aVfor t
sufficiently small.
Proof of Lemma 2. Since H\T, ®)=H\T, V)=0 there is a curve (gt, vt)
in G V such that rt(y)=(gty vt)rγ(gt, vt)~x for every γ G Γ and sufficiently small
t [12]. Put st(y, l)=(gt, <ΓV,(γ, l)(gty vt). Then one has st(Ύ)=Ύ. We can
write
It is enough to show that s)(ΐ)=e for all ZeL and small t. Since sf is a
homomorphism, st(y)st(l)st(y)~1=st(ρ(y)l). Substituting st(y)=γ we obtain
γ,/EΓ,L
Furthermore, from st(l+lL)=st(l)st(l1) we deduce 4(/+/1)=ίϊ(0 ίK ί l) T h e m a P
φ: L^G defined by φ(l)=s](l) is thus a homomorphism. Consider the algebraic
hull M of φ(L) in G. Since φ(L) is invariant under conjugations by elements
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of Γ, M is invariant under inner automorphisms by elements of Γ, and therefore
by a theorem of Borel and Selberg Lie algebra of M is an ideal in G. Hence
the connected component M
o
 of M is a normal subgroup of G. Since L is
abelian, MQ is commutative contradicting semi-simplicity of G unless Mo= {e}.
Hence M is discrete and s](l)=e for t sufficiently small and for all / e i thereby
proving the lemma.
It follows from this lemma that every deformation rt of Γ L is equivalent
to a deformation st of Γ L of the form st(y, 1)=(Ύ, l+s2e(Γ)). Then we check
easily that sl=0 and s2t(l+l1)=s2t(Γ)+s2t(l1). Hence s2 can be extended to a linear
endomorphism St of V. Denoting the full matrix algebra over V by M(V)> we
see that St can be regarded as a C°° map from (—a, a) into M(V) with S0=0.
It is then trivial to verify that st is a homomorphism of Γ L if and only if
p(y)St=StP(y) for all
[2]
It is readily checked that if qt is another deformation of the same type, viz.,
qt(y, l)=(j, l+QtW)* then st and qt are equivalent if and only if St=Qt for t
sufficiently small. Hence there is a natural injection from equivalence classes of
Γ L into germs around 0 of St. Conversly, for every C°° map S: (— α, a)->
Z(p(G)) with S 0=0, set ί,(γ, -Z)=(γ, /+£,(/)). Then it is readily verified that j #
is a homomorphism of Γ L into G F for ί e ( — α , α), thus showing that the
above map is actually a bijection.
Corollary 1. i/J(Γ L, Ad)&Z(p(G)).
Let iR(Γ L) denote the space of homomorphisms of Γ L into G Ftopo-
logized by compact-open topology, and z'eiR(Γ L) the canonical injection of Γ L
into G V. Two homomorphisms of Γ L into G V are called equivalent if they
differ by an inner automorphism of G F. Then by a similar argument as above
we can actually prove the following result : c υ
Theorem Γ. Under the assumption H\Γ, G) = H\Y, V) = 0, there exists
an open neighborhood U of i in 9Ϊ(Γ L) such that every homomorphism r^U is
equivalent to a homomorphism s of the form
where S is in an open neighborhood of zero in Z(p(G)).
This implies that / has an arc-wise connected neighborhood.
(1) We first prove an analogue of lemma 2 by replacing "r*" with " r " and "t sufficiently
small" with "r sufficiently close to i."
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Corollary 2. Under the condition H\T, G)=//1(Γ, V)=0, i has a neigh-
borhood in SR(Γ L) homeomorphίc to Rk+n+m where k=dim G, n=dim V—dim V
o
,
m=dimZ(ρ(G)) and V
o
= {v<=V\p(g)v=vfor allg<=G}.
Proof. Let Zx(p(G)) denote the centralizer of p(G) in Gl(V), and G be the
semi-direct product of Zx(ρ(G)) and G V, where the action of Z(ρ(G))x on G F
is given by R(g, υ)=(g, R(v)) for R^Zx(p(G)). Then G=Zx(p(G)).G V acts
on G V as a group of automorphisms of G V as follows:
( 1 ) (R, g, v)
= (ghg~\ v+P(g)R(u)-p(ghg-1)v)
for (h, u)^G V, Denote this automorphism of G V by crCRtgtVyc2:>
By choosing the neighborhood U of i provided by theorem V sufficiently
small we can assume that (/+ S) eZx(p(G)). In fact, it suffices to show (/+ S)(L)
or equivalently r(L) is a lattice in V. In view of footnote (1) the latter condi-
tion is satisfied for all r sufficiently close to i. Since, in the notation of theorem
V, r and s differ by an inner automorphism of G V, there is (giy vx) in G V such
that
( 2 ) r(
Ύy I) =
The group (5 acts on 9i(Γ L) by r^>σCR>gtV) r. By virtue of (1), (2) and
the fact that I+S<=Zx(ρ(G)) if U is sufficiently small, the orbit G(ι) of ί contains
neighborhood of i in 5R(Γ L). It follows that G(i) is an open subset of 9ΐ(Γ L).
Let C(G) denote the center of G which is a discrete subgroup of G. Then
we have
Lemma 3. The ίsotropy subgroup G{ of G at ί is isomorphic to C(G) X Vo.
Proof of Lemma 3. Setting λ = y and u=l in (1), one sees that if (R> g, v)
G G , then gyg~1=y for all γ G Γ and therefore g^C(G). Then, setting /=0,
we have v— p(y)υ=0 for all γ G Γ and hence v=p(g)υ for all g^G, that is,
v<=V0. Finally, for g(=C(G), v<=VOi the condition σCRtgtΌ^y9 /)=(r, I) implies
ρ(g)R(Γ)=l for all / G L , i.e., R=p(g)~\ Conversely, it is trivial to check that
* g, *0<Ξ<Λ Xge=C(G) and v^ V
o
. q.e.d.
REMARK. G; coincides with the center of G.
We have thus constructed an injective continuous map
(2) One can actually prove that the connected component of the unit element of the full
automorphism group of G V is given by
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Suppose T L has a set of p generators. Then iR(Γ L) can be identified with
the real sub variety of (G V)p defined by the set of relations between generators
of Γ L. Hence 5£(Γ L) and therefore G(i) is locally compact. This ensures
that ψ is actually a homeomorphism of (?/(?,- onto G(ί) and completes the proof
of corollary 2.
2. The cohomology group Hx{Γ'Ly Ad)
Theorem 2. Under the assumption H\T, &)=H\Γ
ί
 33)^0, one has
We first introduce some notation. Let Z be a crossed homomorphism of L
into ©+33. We say Z^Z^'ή there exists a crossed homomorphism X of Γ into
©+S3 such that
( 3 ) Z(p(
Ύ
)l)-Ad(
Ύ
)Z(l) = X(rγ)-Ad(P(rγ)l)X(Ύ)
for all γ,/GΓ, L. Let Z:L-^@4-S3be the principal homomorphism, i.e.,
Z(l)=R-Ad(l)R. Then it is readily checked that Z satisfies (3) with X(y) =
R — Ad^R. Therefore the group of principal homomorphisms B1 is contained
in Z£ and we set
Hl{L, ©+35) = ZljB1
Lemma 4. Let I G @ + S . Then X-Ad(j)X-Ad(l)X+Ad(l-
Ύ
)X=O
for all y, l^Γ, L implies Xe@ p+33, where ©p denotes the Lie algebra of kernel
of P
Proof of Lemma 4. Let /=exp Y, Ye5?, and i?e@+33. Then
^rf(/)i? = i?+[Y, R]+ ••• higher terms.
Since S3 is commutative and [Y, i?]e53, all higher terms vanish and we have
( 4 ) Ad(l)R = R+[Y,R]
In particular, let R = X — Ad{j)X. Then the hypothesis implies Ad(l)R = Ry
hence [Y, R] = 0 for all Y e S3. Let X - X 1 + X 2 with X.GΞ© and X2<Ξ33.
Since © and S3 are invariant under the adjoint action of Γ, [Y, R]=0 implies
v Y]=0 for all Ye$B. Since [Xly Y]=p{Xx) Y, one has p(X0=
γ)p(X1)p(γ)~1 for all γGΓ. By virtue of a theorem of Borel and
Selberg [2] p{X^) belongs to the center of p(G)y that is, p(X1)=0
Hence
Lemma 5 Every Z^Z? is cohomologous to a unique Y^Z£ satisfying
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(5) Y(p(y)l) = Ad(y)Y(l)
for ally, / G Γ , L .
Proof of Lemma 5. Since Z G Z Γ there is a crossed homomorphism X of
Γ into ©+3S such that (3) is satisfied. In view of vanishing of H\Γ, ©+9S)
one may write X(y)=R-Ad(y)R. Define Y: L-^©+23 by Y(l)=Z(l)-R+
Ad(l)R and substitute in (3) to obtain Y(p(y)l)=Ad(y)Y(l).
To prove uniqueness let Yf be another candidate. Then Y —Yf is a
coboundary, so (Y- Ύr')(l)=R- Ad(l)R for some R<=G+V. Since Y and Y'
satisfy (5) one has (Y- Y'){ϊ)=Ad{<γ)(Y- Y^piy)'1!) and so
R-Ad(l)R = Ad{y)R-Ad{by)R.
By Lemma 4, JRGΞ©P+33 and hence ( F - Y')(l)=R-Ad(l)R=0. In fact, if
/=exp Γ, Γ G V, then by (4) R-Ad(ΐ)R=[Ry Γ]=0 since i?eG p + K. q.e.d.
Lemma 6. i/^(L, ©+SS) —i/x(Γ L, ©+55).
Proof of Lemma 6. Let Z be a representative of an element of
i/^Γ-L, ©+33), then Z\L(ΞZ£. In fact, Z(7) + ^ (γ)Z(/)=Z(γ./)-Z(p(γ)/.γ)
=Z(p(y)l)+Ad(p(y)l)Z(y) so that (3) is satisfied with X=Z\L. It is clear
that Z~~0 implies Z | L ^ Ό . Therefore Z->Z\L induces a homomorphism
β: H\Y'L, ®+®)->Hh(L, ©+9S).
To prove injectivity of /5, let Z | L ~0. Since i/^Γ, ©+gS)=O, Z| Γ is also
a principal homomorphism. Hence suppose Z\
Γ
(y)=R — Ad(rγ)R and Z|
z>(/)=
R'-Ad{y)R. Then
Z(/ γ) = R'-Ad(ΐ)R'+Ad(l){R-Ad(y)R)
We saw earlier that (3) is satisfied by every crossed homomorphism Zof Γ L
into ©+3S with X=Z\V. In our case, it reads as follows:
R; - Ad{p{y)ΐ)R' - Ad(y)R'+Ad(y)Ad(I)R'
= R-Ad(y)R-Ad{p{y)ΐ)R + Ad(p(y)ΐ)R
for all γ, /GΓ, L. Replacing / by p(γ)"V and setting R//=R—R/ we obtain
R"-Ad{y)R"-Ad{ΐ)R"+Ad(by)R" = 0
In view of Lemma 4, i?"eG p +F. Since L acts trivially on ©p+3? by adjoint
representation, one has R" — Ad(ΐ)Rf/=ΰ and hence
R - Ad(l)R' = R- Ad(l)R
Therefore one has Z(/ y)=R—Ad{l y)R proving Z~Q, Hence β is an injective
homomorphism,
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To prove surjectivity of βy let Z : L - > © + 3 3 be representative of a
cohomology class in H}(L, ©+33). Then by lemma 5, there is a unique Y~Z
such that Y(p(y)Γ) = Ad(y)Y(l) for all γ , /GΓ,L. Now for Z γ e Γ L set
F Then
= Y(l+p{y)V)
= Y{ΐ)+Ad{hy)Y{V)
= Ϋ{hy)+Ad{hy)Ϋ{l'.y')
Hence Ϋ is a crossed homomorphism. Clearly β({Ϋ})= {Y} where by
{Y"}{(Y)} we mean cohomology class of Ϋ(Y) respectively, therefore β is
surjective and proof of lemma 6 is complete.
Lemma 7. H£(Ly ©+33) — Z(p(G)).
Proof of Lemma 7. In view of lemma 5
Hl(Ly ©+5B) = {crossed homomorphisms Y: L-^©+35 satisfying (5)}
Write Y=Y
λ
+Y2 where Y—n^Y, π{ being projection of ©+33 onto its zth
( ί = l , 2) summand. Identifying 33 and V via the exponential map, we can write
using (4)
Therefore we have
Hence
= Y2(ΐ)+ Y2(l')-
Therefore Y
x
 can be extended to a linear map of V into © such that
Ad(y)Y1(v) for all γ, Ϊ G Γ , Γ. By a theorem of Borel and Selberg Y(p1(g)v)=
Ad(g)Y,(υ) and consequently Y1(p(X)υ)=ad(X)Y1(v) for all X e G . Therefore
7 1GHomG(F, ©) and im Y1=®1 is an ideal in ©. Now we have
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which is anti-symmetric in / and /'. But p{Y1{V))l= - Y2(l+l')+ Y2(l)+ Y2{V)
is symmetric in / and /', therefore y ^ Y ^ Z ' ) ) / ) ^ ! ^ / ' ) * ^i(0] = °> t h a t ίs>
[©!, © J = 0 . Since ©
x
 is an ideal of semi-simple Lie algebra, commutativity of
©
x
 implies ( ^ = 0 . Hence Y,=0 and
Y2 = FEHom Γ (F, V) = HomG(F, F) = Z(p(G))
q.e.d.
Lemmas 6 and 7 complete the proof of Theorem 2.
In view of Theorems 1 and 2 every crossed homomorphism of Γ L into
($+33 is tangent to a deformation of Γ L in G V and we have
Corollary. # J ( Γ L, Ad)=H\T'Lf Ad).
3. Cohomology of Γ Zz-invariant forms
Let be Γ a uniform discrete subgroup of a connected semi-simple real Lie
group G, K a maximal compact subgroup of G, p and ψ finite dimensional real
representations of G on F and W7, respectively, and L a lattice in V normalized
by Γ. It is convenient to assume Γ has no elements of finte order, that is,
ΓΓigKg~1={e} for all g^G. Since Γ and therefore Γ L has no elements of
finite order, Γ L acts freely on J?=G V/K, that is, (γ, Z)(£)=(γ', V)(3t) for some
ί G l " implies (γ, Z)=(τ/, Z7)* and the quotient space becomes a real analytic
variety. Y L\X has a natural structure of a fibre bundle over Y\X {X=GjK)
with fibre isomorphic to L\V. We have canonical isomorphisms Lhy: Γ~(J?)-»
ϊu.yκs>(-£) induced by the free action of Γ L on G V/K.
We can choose an inner product (,) on W such that ψ(K) is contained in
the orthogonal group on W relative to (,) . Now for each x^X define an
inner product (,)
x
 on Why (w, v)
x
=(ψ(g)u, Ψ(g)v), where x=gK. It is easily
verified that (, )
x
 is independent of the choice of coset representative g, and its
dependence on x is smooth. We similarly define an inner product [, ]
x
 on V
for each x^X. Then [, ]
x
 induces a flat Riemannian metric B(x) on V (and
therefore on L\V) which depends smoothly on x. Finally, we define an
invariant Riemannian metric on the vector bundle T(X)x Γ ( F ) ^ X « Z x V by
ds2 = dsl+B(x)
where dsl is an invariant metric on X. Note that one has l « Z x V by the
coirespondence x=(g, v)<r-*(gKy p(g)v).
By a W-valued p-ϊorm. on X we mean a C°° section ω of the vector bundle
W® A pT*{X)^X. We say ω is Γ L-invariant if
ω (γ, Z) =
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We denote the space of W-valued Γ L-invariant/>-forms on -X*by Ωp{Xy Γ L,
W, ψ) or simply ΩP(W) if no confusion arises.
For any vector spaces E and F one has canonical isomorphism
Since Γ*(^=Γ*(X)θ:Γ*(F), it follows that we have a decomposition
= Σ Ω"
+ bP
where Ωa'b(W) is the subspace of ΩP(W) consisting of C°° sections of
W®ΛΛT*(X)®ΛbT*(V)-*X and ΛmT*(X)®Λ*T*(V) is identified with a
subspace of /\PT*(X) by the isomorphism mentioned above.
The operator d (exterior differentiation) makes the diagram
into a cochain complex. The cohomology groups of this cochain complex will
be denoted by HP(X, Γ L, Wy ψ). Since X is contractible, it is known that
HP{X, Γ L, W, ψ) is isomorphic to the cohomology group i / ^ Γ L, W) defined
algebraically [4].
Let C/be an open set in X=GjK on which one has a positively oriented
orthonormal basis {L^ •• ,L
Λ
} for TX(X), x^U, depending smoothly on x.
Then on U=-π~\U) (π denoting the canonical projection X->JSQ, one can obtain
a positively oriented orthonormal basis {Lly •««, Lk, Lk+1, ••-, Lk+n}> or more
precisely {L^St), •••, Lk+n(%)}, for T%(X)y ^ = ( x , Ϊ;), relative to metric dsl+B(x)9
depending smoothly on X such that {L
x
, * ,L
Λ
} and {Lk+1, « ,LΛ+rt} span TX(X)
and Γ^I^), respectively. Denote the basis dual to {Liy •••, Lk+n} by {^ϋ1^), •••,
w
Af+M(x)} or simply {w1, •• ,ϊϋAj+n}. When one identifies TV(V) with F, one may
assume that Liy •••, Lk+n are independent of v and depend smoothly on x. On
ί7, an element ω^Ωa'b{W) has an expression of the form
( 6 ) ω(X)= Σ Σ uil...iaj1...jb(X)®wiiΛ Λwi"®t0JiΛ-''ΛwJb
where Mί1...iβy1...yft(*)^ W^ , i's a n d / s range over {1, •••, Λ} and {k+l> •••, Λ+w},
respectwely. The operator * is defined by
(7) (*ω)(*)=Σ Σ
i
v
'",ia J
v
-',Jb
°i\'"iah"'Jbi\ "ik -ah "3n-b Ui1"iah"' JbV*)
/ \ . . . /\Wj'n-b
where {/„ — , i
β
, iί, — , ιί_
α
} (resp. {;„ —,j f t,jί, — ,J»-6)}) coincide set-theoreti-
cally with {1, ..-,&} (resp. {^+1, — ,Λ+«}). One can show that the operator
* is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis {L19 •••, Lk+n}.
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The inner product (, )
x
 on W defines an isomorphism W-+W* which
induces an isomorphism #: Ωa b(W)-*Ωa-b(W*) = Ωb-a(X, Γ L, W*y 'ψ-1).
Now let 3 be the unique map which makes the following diagram commutative:
i * I"
Ω
P+\W) -2- ΩP+1{W*)
Wesetfoi: ω(ΞΩ*(W)
and
Δ = dS + δd
A ^-form ω is harmonic if Δω=0. It can be shown that harmonicity of ω is
equivalent to vanishing of dω and δω. By Baily's generalization of Hodge's
theorem
Hp(Xy Γ L, W, ψ) ^ M*{X, T L,W, ψ)
where Mp(%, Γ-L,W, ψ)(Jίa>b(Xy Γ L, Wψ)) denotes the subspace of harmonic
forms in Ω\X, Γ L, W, ψ)(Ωa>b(X, Γ L, W, ψ)) [1].
4. Decomposition of space of harmonic forms
Theorem 3. We have a direct sum decomposition
M*(Xy T LyW,ψ)= Σ Ma>b{X, Γ L,W, ψ)
Proof. Let Ka>b denote the subspace of Ωa>b(X, Γ L, W, -ψ) consisting
of forms constant along the fibres of X-+X, and Ωa{b) or more precisely
Ω
a(X, Γ, W®ΛbV*, ^ ® ( Λ * p)*) the space of Γ-invariant β-forms on X with
values in W® ΛbV* for the representation ψ®(Λb p)*- An element
has locally (i.e., in U) an expression of the form
θ(x) =
i
{ .i (
where υh..Ία(x)(ΞW®ΛbV*, i.e., vtl...iα{x)= Σ αiχt^iαtJw..Jb{x)®f^i/\
i
v
"',Jb
where αiχ.^αjχ..Ίh\ X-^Wis a CTO function and {wk+\ -- ,wk+n} is the ortho-
normal basis of F* introduced above. Hence
( 8 ) θ(x)= Σ Σ αil...iαJι...jb
*\'"iα i\'"Jb
An (Λ, ά) form ωeΩβ ' f t(ϊF) is constant along the fibres of X^X if and only if
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the functions uiί...iaj1...jb in (6) depend only on x. Furthermore, an expression
of the form (6) with uil...iaj1...jb depending only on x, is an element of Ωa>b(W)
if and only if
= Σ Σ
ilt-,ia jv ",jb
Similarly, an expression of the form (8) is an element of Ωa(b) is and only if
Θ(ΎX) = Σ Σ
We have therefore proved
Lemma 8. There is a natural isomorphism
Λ : Ka-b -> ΩT(b)
(In the above notation, one defines
&(x)= Σ Σ uil...iajι...Jb(x)®ΐv'iΛ --
The mapping wJ*A"ΆwJn~b t-^  ^ )+-jlΐ^-j' wJlΛ~'ΛwJb extends by
linearity to an isomorphism /\n-by*~ /\bV* and thus induces isomorphism
a: Cla(n-b)->Ωa(b)
Lemma 9. The following diagram commutes up to sign
b * k b
Λ | Λ
tt (b) -^Ω.k-"(b) -^Ω,k-a(n~b)
Proof of Lemma 9. The operator * on K" b is given by (7) and on Ω"(b) by
9
Since
f
...if if •• if \ •*• # Of ...» » . . . i ' O - . . . S . i f ...if
* k-a3 1 ^ »-ft V y f l f«*l f *-« H 3b3 \ 1 n-b
the assertion of the lemma follows from (7), (9) and definition of α.
It is clear that restrictions of d and δ to Σ Ka'b are operators of bidegrees
a,b
(1, 0) and (—1, 0), respectively. Similarly, d and δ are operators of degrees
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+ 1 and — 1 on 2 Ωα(&), respectively.
a
Let C(x) be the matrix representation for (, )
x
 with respect to some basis,
i.e., for ΪV19 w2^W, (wiy w2)x=tw1C(x)w2. Then the isomorphisms # can be
given the following explicit description:
θ-> (C
Lemma 10. For ω<=Ka>by dω=0 (δω=0) if and only if dώ=0, (δώ=0).
Proof of Lemma 10. Equivalence of dω=0 and d&=0 is obvious. To
prove equivalence of δ&=0 and δώ—0, we note that δ^=0 if and only if
d*(C(x)®l(g)l)ώ=0. It follows from the description of # above, definition
of * and Lemma 9 that the latter is equivalent to rf(* # ω)=0, that is, δω=0.
q.e.d.
It is clear that Ha>b(Xy Γ L, W, ψ)dKa'b [6], and by Lemma 10 we can con-
clude
(10) Hm-\X, Γ L, W, ψ) ^ Ha(X, Γ, W®ΛbV*, ^®(Λ* p)*)
Let Γ L=G, L=H and W= A in the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequencec3).
Then the E^ term of the spectral sequence is Ha(Γ, Hb(L, W))y and E^ term
is a grading of HP(Γ-L, W). Therefore
(11) dim#*(Γ L, W0<dim ΣH a{T y Hb(Ly W))
a + b
We know that Hb(L, W)c^AbV*®W^Hom(AbV, W) and action of Γ on
Hb(L, W) is as follows:
T o / e Horn (AbV, W) corresponds the homogeneous cochain cf given by
cf(u0, -' ,ub)=f(u1—u0A~ Aub-u0)
Then
(3) We give a brief description of a special case of Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
which is sufficient for our purposes. Let G be an abstract group, Han abelian normal subgroup
of G, A an abelian group and p a homomorphism of G into the group of automorphisms of A.
Suppose that the restriction of p to H is trivial. Let/: Hx- xH-*Abea representative of
/-times
an element of Hi(H, A) and Λ G G a representative of Jt^GjH. Set
(*/) (yw~,yj) = xifix-^ix, •••, χ'ιyjχ)).
Then/-*(£/) induces a homomorphism of HJ'(H, A) into itself, and this defines action of GjH
on H'iH, A). Furthermore, there is a spectral sequence with £2 term
Ei'i = H^G/H, Hi{H, A))
converging to a certain grading of Hi + j(G, A). For more details see e.g. [7].
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(ycf)(u0, —,ub) =
that is, Γ acts on Hb(L, W)=W®AbV* via ψ®(Λ* p)*
Now we have
, Γ L, W, ψ)>dim 2 «Λβ'*(*, Γ L, ΪΓ, ψ)
a + b=>P
= dim 2 <#"(^ > Γ, W®Λ"V*, Ψ®(Λb>p)*) [by (10)]
a + b=*P
= dim Σ #'(Γ, W®Λ"V*, ψ®(Λb-p)*)
a + b=*p
= dim Σ ^ β (Γ, H»(L, IF))
> dim H\T L, W) [by (11)]
Since the space of harmonic forms MP(X, Γ L, W, ψ) is finite dimensional,
we have shown
M\X, Γ L, W, ψ) = Σ Λa 6(^, Γ L, W, Ψ)
completing the proof of Theorem 3.
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